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Abstract-The focus of this work is to provide authentication and
confidentiality of messages in a swift and cost effective manner to
suit the fast growing Internet applications. A nested hash
function with lower computational and storage demands is
designed with a view to providing authentication as also to
encrypt the message as well as the hash code using a fast stream
cipher MAJE4 with a variable key size of 128-bit or 256-bit for
achieving confidentiality. Both nested Hash function and MAJE4
stream cipher algorithm use primitive computational operators
commonly found in microprocessors; this makes the method
simple and fast to implement both in hardware and software.
Since the memory requirement is less, it can be used for
handheld devices for security purposes.

I INTRODUCTION

Due to the prospering use of Internet applications like
e-commerce, ensuring confidentiality, integrity and
authenticity of information have acquired increased
importance [1]. When two parties are communicating over an
insecure channel, they need a method by which the
information sent by the sender can be accepted as
confidential, unmodified and authentic by the receiver. The
confidentiality of the message can be achieved by encrypting
the message by the symmetric key algorithms in
cryptography, which are faster and efficient and use the same
key for both encryption and decryption of data. The integrity
of the message can be verified by hash functions. Hash
function is a function of all the bits of the message. It accepts
a variable size message as input and produces a fixed size
output as the hash code. A change in any bit or bits in the
message results a change in the hash code [2] thus providing
an indication of message tampering. When A sends a message
to B, it appends to the message the hash code, which is
computed using the hash function. After receiving the
message B re-computes the hash code using the same hash
function and compares with the original hash code. If both are
same then B can assure that the message has started off from
the intended sender and it has not been tampered with, during
the transmission.
Common uses of Hash functions include authorization of

financial transactions, mobile communications (GSM and
GSPP) and authentication of Internet communications with
SSL/TLS and IPSec. It is also used as a pseudo random
function. Hash function provides a deterministic mechanism
for generating random seeming bit streams from some input
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source without disclosing any information about the input. It
can also be used to give protection against viruses. Viruses
typically modify the host files that they infect, and hence one
way of virus detection involves checking files for signs of
unauthorized modification by computing the authentication
tags from each file [3].

COMPARE

z

Fig. 1. Use of combined hash code and encryption.

As shown in Fig. 1, sender A uses the nested hash function
to compute the hash code H(M) of the message M and
appends it to the message M. Using the 128-bit key K and the
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fast stream cipher algorithm MAJE4 the message and the hash
code are encrypted as Ek[M 11 H(M)] and sent to the receiver
B. Using the same key K and the fast stream cipher algorithm
MAJE4 the cipher text is decrypted back to produce the
message and the hash code. Now B re-computes the hash code
of the received message using the same nested hash function.
Thus B validates the integrity of the message by comparing
the hash code received from A with that generated by B. If
both hash codes are same then the transmission has happened
securely.

II DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The following factors are considered for the design [4] of
hash function and the stream cipher MAJE4.

A. Hash Function
1) Hash functions can be applied to messages of any

length.
2) It produces an output of fixed length.
3) For any given x, it is easy to compute H(x) making both

hardware and software implementation easy.
4) For any given value h, it is computationally infeasible to

find x such that H(x) = h.
5) For any given block x, it is computationally infeasible to

find y.x with H(y)=H(x).
6) It is computationally infeasible to find any pair (x,y)

such that H(x)=H(y).

B. MAJE4
1) The encryption sequence can have a large period.
2) The key stream can approximate the properties of a true

random stream.
3) MAJE4 is suitable for hardware or software

implementation. It uses only primitive computational
operations commonly found in microprocessors.

4) It is simple and fast. It uses simple algorithm, which is
easy to implement and eases the task of determining the
strength of the algorithm.

5) Low memory requirements make it suitable for handheld
type devices with restricted memory.

6) Mixed operators are used for the design of MAJE4. The
use of more than one arithmetic and / or Boolean operator
complicates cryptanalysis. Primitive operators like + and A are
used since these operators do not commute and hence
cryptanalysis becomes again more difficult.

7) Variable number of rounds are used. An increase in the
number of rounds increases cryptanalytic strength.

Assume the length IMI ofM as a multiple ofm bits, which can
be achieved by a suitable padding. Enough number of zeros
are added to bring the length of message to multiple ofm bits.
The blocks are then processed sequentially using the function
F. The result of the hash function till then and the current
message block are taken as the inputs. This operation is
repeated over the entire message blocks to find the hash code
of the message M at the end.

The following steps are used to compute the hash code.
1) The message is viewed as a collection of 64-bit blocks.

M= M[l],M[2].....M[n] with M[i]=64 bit for i=1,2,.....n.
2) Check whether the length IMI of M is a multiple of 64

bits and whether n is an even number, if not suitably append
enough zeros to bring the length to a multiple of 64 bits and to
make n even.

3) Apply the first function F1 which is the add operation to
the consecutive blocks. (MB[1] =M[1] + M[2], MB[2] =M[3]
+ M[4] and so on till MB[n/2] = MB[n-l]+MB[n].)

4) Apply the second function F2 which is an XOR
operation, to the random initial value and to MB[1] and form
the initial hash code. Then F2 is applied again to the initial
hash code and to MB[2] to form the next hash code and so on
Finally apply F2 on the result of the hash code obtained so

far and to MB[n/2] to form the final hash code H(M) of 64 bit
length.

5) Now H(M) is added with M as the authentication tag.

Fig. 2. Model of a Nested Hash Function

III NESTED HASH FUNCTIONS

The Merkle-Damgaard model is a good one for the design of
hash functions[5,6]. This model simplifies the management of
large inputs and the production of a fixed length output using
a function F. The message is viewed as a collection of m bit
blocks. M= M[l].....M[n] with M[i]=m bits for i=1,2....n.

Fig. 2 represents the steps explained above. The random
initial value used in step 4 provides message integrity
protection and authentication to the hashing process to
compute the hash of the initial message. The recipient can
verify that the message is authentic by using the same random
initial value, which was used to compute the hash code of the
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message. If these hashes match, then the message is believed
to have arrived unchanged from the sender. Thus the initial
random value prevents attackers from making undetectable
changes to the message. As specified in the design factors of
hash function, message of any length can be considered as the
input while the output hash code is of fixed 64-bit length. The
initial value used as K in (1) is random and hence the
attackers will not be able to predict the initial value easily.
The functions F1 and F2 in (1) are ADD and XOR operations
[7] which are easy to implement both in hardware and
software. At the same time the nested usage of operators +
and A complicates cryptanalysis. Mainly the security of the
message authentication mechanism depends on the
cryptographic properties of the hash function H. Here the
non-linearity is obtained when functions F 1 and F2 are nested.
This provides added security.

That is H(M) = F2K(F1(M)) (1)

It is also observed that the length in bits of a message
authentication code is directly related to the number of trials
that an attacker has to perform before a message is accepted.
For a message authentication value of bit length m, the
attacker has to perform on average 2 m-1 random online
message authentication code verifications. The minimum
reasonable length for the message authentication code is 32
bits; this corresponds to about 2 billion trials. Here more
appropriate 64 bits blocks are considered.

IV AFAST STREAMCWIPER -MAJE4

T he following steps are used in MAJE4 stream cipher [8].
One can choose either a 128-bit key or a 256-bit key.
128-bit key: The first four 32 bit words, ie. key[o], key[l],
key[2] and key[3] are considered for storing the key.
256-bit key: The key is stored in eight 32 bit words key[0],
key[p], key[2], key[3], key[4], key[5], key[6] and key[7].

Steps:
1) Assign the key length kl either as 128-bit or 256-bit.
2) if kl = 128 then div=4
else div=8
3) if kl = 128 then consider two lsb's of key[0], find the

decimal equivalent of these two lsb's and store in the
variable 'in'.

else
4) if kl = 256 then consider three lsb's of Key[0], find the

decimal equivalent of these three lsb's and store it in a
variable 'in'.

5) ran =key[0] key[in]
6) if kl = 128 then consider two lsb's of ran, find the

decimal equivalent of that and store in the variable 'inl'.
7) if kl = 256 then consider three lsb's of ran, find the

decimal equivalent of that and store in the variable 'inl'.
8) check the 16th bit in ran,

9) if itis 1 then
newran (key[inl] + key[inl+lmod div]) A(key[inl+2 mod div] + key[inl+3

mod div])

else
newran (key[inl] Akey[inl+lmod div]) + (key[inl+2 mod div] A key[inl+3

mod div])

10) The output 32-bit word is newran, which can be used to
XOR with the corresponding word in the plain text

11) Advance all the keys as
key[i]= key[1] * key[1] + key[1] >>20
12) go to step 3.

This MAJE4 is a 128-bit or 256-bit key algorithm and the
randomness property of the stream cipher is analyzed by using
the five statistical tests like frequency test, serial test, poker
test, runs test and autocorrelation test [9]. All the five
statistical tests are passed by this generator for all the random
streams produced. Hence MAJE4 algorithm can be used very
well for encrypting the message and the hash code as shown
in Fig.1.

V USE OF HASHCODE AND MAJE4

The following are the steps performed for obtaining the
confidentiality and authentication using MAJE4 and nested
hash function.

1) Sender encrypts the message M as well as the hash code
H(M) using 128-bit key K and the fast stream cipher
algorithm MAJE4, then sends it to the receiver.
2) Receiver decrypts the message as well as the hash code
using the same 128-bit key K and MAJE4 algorithm.
3) Receiver re-computes the hash code H(M) over the
message M and checks whether it matches with the received
hash code.
4) If it matches with the hash code, then the message can be
considered to have reached securely. Otherwise it can be
understood that some distortion has happened.

VI RESULTS

TABLE I
TIME TAKEN FOR ENCRYPTION OR DECRYPTION OF FILES OF

VARIOUS SIZES USING MAJE4

File size of
plain text
(bytes)

135094

File size of
cipher text
(bytes)

135094

270728 270728

541608 541608

812440 812440

1082953 1082953

Time taken (Sec.)

Encryption Decryption

0.05 0.05

0.10 0.10

0.20 0.20

0.30 0.30

0.40 0.40
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Tables I to III show the results of time requirements for the
MAJE4 and nested hash code when run with plain texts of
different sizes. The memory sizes of the plain text to be
encrypted, the cipher text, the time taken for encryption and
decryption and the time taken for producing the hash code are
given. The evaluation is done using Pentium IV processor,
Linux operating system and C compiler.

TABLE II
TIME TAKEN FOR PRODUCING THE HASH CODE OF FILES
OF VARIOUS SIZES USING NESTED HASH FUNCTION

In table III it can be seen that only 1/5th of additional time is
required for producing the hash code along with encryption
and decryption. More over if the message size is reasonably
small or upto about 135 kilobytes then the time taken for
producing the hash code is negligible. For large messages the
additional time requirement is very less as shown in Fig. 3.
The memory size required for executable code for nested hash
code is 5899 bytes and for MAJE4 it is 6254 bytes. Hence a
total of nearly 12 Kilobytes memory is enough for providing
both authentication and confidentiality of messages.

Time taken for producing
the hash code (Sec.)

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

TABLE III
TOTAL TIME TAKEN FOR PRODUCING THE HASH CODE
AND ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION OF FILES OF VARIOUS
SIZES USING NESTED HASH FUNCTION AND MAJE4.

File size of plain
text (bytes)

135094

270728

541608

812440

1082953

Total time taken
for producing the

hash code &
recomputing the
hash code. (Sec.)

0.02

0.04

0.08

0.12

0.16

Total time taken
for encryption and
decryption.(Sec.)

0.10

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
135094 270728 541608 812440 1082953

PLAIN TEXT MEMORY SIZE (Bytes)

ENCRYPTION / DECRYPTION * HASH FUNCTION

Fig 3. Total time taken for message authentication and encryption /

decryption

VII CONCLUSION

From the analysis of results it is concluded that message
authentication can be achieved with confidentiality of
message by using a very small increase in time even for too
large messages. The time required for messages with a
memory of upto 135 Kbytes is found negligible. Also the
additional memory size needed for implementing the hash
function is only 5899 bytes. Because of the low memory
requirement, this hash code can be very well used in handheld
devices like mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDA),
etc. for authentication purposes. Since it is faster, it can be
used for applications that require message integrity and
encryption / decryption of stream of data sent through the
Internet. As advanced cryptography becomes easier to
implement and manage, more companies and organizations
can take advantage of these benefits.
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